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Abstract. The informative power of traffic analysis can be enhanced
by considering changes in both time and space. Vehicle tracking algo-
rithms applied to drone videos provide a better overview than street-
level surveillance cameras. However, existing aerial MOT datasets only
address stationary settings, leaving the performance in moving-camera
scenarios covering a considerably larger area unknown. To őll this gap,
we present VETRA, a dataset for vehicle tracking in aerial imagery in-
troducing heterogeneity in terms of camera movement, frame rate, as
well as type, size and number of objects. When dealing with these chal-
lenges, state-of-the-art online MOT algorithms experience a decrease in
performance compared to other benchmark datasets. The integration of
camera motion compensation and an adaptive search radius enables our
baseline algorithm to effectively handle the moving őeld of view and
other challenges inherent to VETRA, although potential for further im-
provement remains. Making the dataset available to the community adds
a missing building block for both testing and developing vehicle tracking
algorithms for versatile real-world applications.
VETRA can be downloaded here: https://www.dlr.de/en/eoc/vetra.
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1 Introduction

Running Multi-Object Tracking (MOT) algorithms speciőcally designed for ve-
hicles can provide valuable insights for transport research, such as analyzing
the current traffic state, calculating travel times along corridors, incident anal-
ysis and generating naturalistic driver data. Aerial perspectives offer superior
overviews compared to CCTV cameras, enabling behavioural analysis of the
same traffic participants over time and under various conditions. However, the
use of common Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) for data acquisition presents
technical and regulatory challenges, such as control range, velocity, ŕight alti-
tude, and restrictions over built-up areas. These limitations often conőne data
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Fig. 1: Schematic comparison of the area covered by a VETRA sequence (underlying
mosaic) and a nadir sequence from the VisDrone dataset [57] (red overlay). The camera
movement between two consecutive frames is visualized by blue and yellow overlay.

collection to a single intersection or a city block. While increasing coverage by
ŕying multiple UAVs simultaneously is an option, it introduces its own set of
complications [4]. This requires other platforms such as airplanes, helicopters,
and special UAVs that ŕy at higher altitudes and cover longer ranges. To main-
tain information richness, they are typically equipped with photogrammetric
camera systems that acquire images at 1 to 2Hz, providing the necessary Field
Of View (FOV), spatial resolution, and forward motion compensation for rapid
surveillance. Altogether, this makes MOT more challenging, but successful ap-
plication of algorithms opens up new and relevant use cases.

In aerial and UAV imagery, MOT presents unique challenges compared to
in-situ scenarios. Aerial imagery typically contains smaller objects from multiple
categories, often with a highly imbalanced category count, which increases the
complexity of detection and degrades the reliability of appearance-based meth-
ods. These images often cover large areas with numerous objects with varying
motion patterns. In such scenarios, both the target objects and the camera ex-
hibit fast and irregular motion. This requires a more accurate motion modeling
approach than traditional methods such as the Kalman Filter (KF). Therefore,
several recent works have introduced specialized MOT algorithms tailored for
aerial and UAV imagery [19, 27, 46, 47]. These methods have been evaluated on
the existing datasets like UAVDT and VisDrone and show remarkable perfor-
mance. So far, scenarios with moving cameras and low frequencies are reŕected
only to a very limited extent by the available datasets so that the performance
of MOT algorithms for such applications remain unclear. Our contributions:

– We release the VETRA dataset for MOT in aerial images, unique in terms
of spatial coverage per sequence, the extent of camera movement and high-
quality polygon, Oriented Bounding Box (OBB) and Horizontal Bounding
Box (HBB) annotations. Furthermore, we propose a vehicle classiőcation
scheme which is application-driven and can make the link between computer
vision and transport research more seamless.

– We benchmark various online MOT algorithms to highlight challenges intro-
duced by VETRA and identify areas for future MOT development.

– We propose Deep SR-SORT, an enhancement of Deep-SORT with the BRISK
algorithm for motion compensation and an adaptive search radius. It out-
performs all algorithms tested.
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(a) High number of
objects in an urban
scenario with very low
resolution.

(b) Occluded and
invisible objects on
an interchange at low
resolution.

(c) Non-classifiable
vehicles in a subur-
ban area at medium
resolution.

(d) Adverse weather
conditions on a mo-
torway at high resolu-
tion.

Fig. 2: Zoomed-in polygon annotations from VETRA dataset illustrate the variety of
spatial structures depicted under various viewing settings. The class colors are shown
in Tab. 1. Not all attributes are displayed.

2 Dataset

The VETRA dataset consists of 52 image sequences acquired by both airplane
and helicopter with DLR’s 3k and 4k camera systems [20, 21] between 2012
and 2022 at different times of day and year. The imagery reŕects heterogeneous
spatial structures and infrastructure types throughout Germany under varying
illumination and viewing conditions (see Fig. 2). Due to different ŕight parame-
ters and camera system conőgurations, objects are displayed at various Ground
Sampling Distance (GSD), frame rate and viewing angle. Furthermore, the plat-
forms performed movements along all three axis leading to overlaps between
subsequent frames of 55% to almost 100%. This range makes VETRA unique
among the aerial multiple-vehicle tracking datasets and leads to a substantially
increased spatial coverage ranging from 0.06 to 9.22 km2 (see also supplementary
material, Sec. 6.2 and 6.5). Fig. 1 shows the area covered by an exemplary VE-
TRA sequence and the size comparison with a VisDrone sequence taken from
the nadir perspective [57]. In addition to the camera motion, vehicles move from
low (traffic jams, city traffic) to high speeds (free ŕow on motorways). Detailed
sequence and scene statistics are shown in Fig. 3 and Sec. 6.3. Currently, most
MOT methods operate without geospatial data input. However, integrating this
information can enhance robustness, particularly in scenarios involving object
and camera movement [16]. Hence, we provide metadata for each sequence.

2.1 Vehicle classification scheme

The scheme for classifying vehicles in the VETRA dataset can built upon exten-
sive previous work. Several aerial detection datasets feature road-based vehicles
as one of the object classes among others, e.g . AI-TOD-v2 [45], DIOR [24],
COWC [33], UCAS-AOD [56], and NWPU VHR-10 [11]. Some datasets focus on
vehicles or cars only, like CARPK dataset [15]. For multi-class detection, most
datasets distinguish in two classes (small and large vehicles), e.g . SODA-A [12],
EAGLE [2], DOTA [44], and DLR-MVDA [26]. DroneVehicle [39], VAID [25],
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Fig. 3: Image sequence and scene characteristics of VETRA train, val, and test sets.
As the LAM test set is application-oriented with less variety, it is not shown here.

xView [22], and VEDAI dataset [35] feature more than two road-based vehi-
cle classes, but each with different category deőnitions. Datasets like xView are
focused on images with a GSD of 30 cm so that motorcycles are not annotated.

In the őeld of MOT on canonical images, GMOT-40 [3], Waymo [38] and
KITTI MOTS [40] feature one vehicle class. Both the BDD100K [48] and UA-
DETRAC dataset [42] distinguish 4 classes, while the latter consider trucks in
the class ‘others’. TAO [13] features 15 vehicle classes but the deőnitions are
mainly appearance-based, e.g . ‘car’, ‘cab_(taxi)’, ‘convertible_(automobile)’.

To the best of our knowledge, six datasets exist currently for vehicle tracking
in aerial imagery. The generically formulated vehicle types in Tab. 1 are mostly
covered by these datasets but in different levels of granularity. Both MDMT [29]
and KIT AIS [37] consider vehicles as one class for annotation, while highD [18]
differentiates cars and trucks. UAVDT [49] adds busses to this list, but from the
information available it remains unclear how Light Commercial Vehicle (LCV)
are categorized. pNEUMA Vision [17] and VisDrone [57] are the őrst datasets
introducing motorcycles as additional class.

Altogether, the incompleteness of vehicle types covered paired with a par-
tially soft delimitation, restricts the application potential in areas like transport
research. With VETRA, we want to make the MOT results comparable and
compatible with the requirements of other domains, e.g . by allowing them to
be merged with count station data of high temporal resolution. But instead of
annotating the same classes as deőned by a single count station operator, we
implement a framework that ŕexibly adapts to schemes of multiple authorities
and considers the computer vision perspective on the problem. The classiőcation
scheme used by VETRA and the conversion to other schemes is shown exem-
plarily for Germany [7] in Tab. 1 and in the supplementary material, Sec. 6.4.
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Table 1: Comparison of the classiőcation schemes used by MOT annotation datasets.
A combination of multiple vehicle types within one dataset class is represented by
color transition. Fading color bars represent a fuzzy class delimitation. Sample images
are displayed at the same spatial resolution and zoom level to allow for comparisons.
The VETRA dataset offers both őne-grained and aggregated classiőcation schemes;
the latter is used for multi-class detections in this paper.

Vehicle type

Motorcycle Car LCV Truck Tractor unit Trailer Bus Non-classif.

Dataset

KIT AIS [37]

highD [18]

UAVDT [49]

VisDrone [57]

MDMT [29]

pNEUMA [4,17]

VETRA (ours)

2.2 Vehicle annotation

VETRA is the őrst MOT dataset using polygons in addition to HBB and OBB
despite the high cost of annotation. HBB as state of practice for MOT algorithms
show deőcits in aerial imagery, as they contain a signiőcant part of the back-
ground and therefore distract the networks from important objects [34]. This
problem is ampliőed when the GSD becomes higher and objects are displayed
by fewer pixels. OBB can only partially address this: in high-resolution images
they still contain a signiőcant amount of background, esp. in oblique views, for
articulated busses, and vehicles with trailers. Polygon annotation with a lim-
ited number of points (for VETRA, up to 8 points for articulated busses which
are truncated two times by an image corner) is the trade-off between OBB and
őne-grained segmentation masks we chose. To ease őrst experiments, we provide
both OBB and HBB annotations in addition to polygon annotations. The vehi-
cle classes for both types of Bounding Box (BBox) are aggregated according to
Tab. 1.

The class-wise annotations are enriched by attributes indicating if a vehicle is
temporarily stopped (e.g ., due to traffic light), or carried by another vehicle. For
trailers, the attribute attached describes whether they are coupled to another
vehicle. At the same time, tractor units receive in such cases the attribute con-

nected. The attributes occluded and invisible reŕect if a vehicle is partially/fully
covered by other objects, truncated shows that it’s partially outside of the image
borders, and difficult when class or attribute assignment is ambiguous.
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(a) Annotated objects and
instances (aggregated scheme). (b) Instance share per subset and class (detailed scheme).

Fig. 4: Statistics for annotated objects and instances. The vehicle classiőcation schemes
are explained in Tab. 1.

The sequences are carefully assigned to training, validation and test set not
only to ensure a balanced distribution of instances (49%, 14%, and 37% respec-
tively, see Fig. 4) but also to account for the sequence and scene characteristics
(see Fig. 3). We also consider an application-centric test set where we focus on
the fast moving camera and large area monitoring, called LAM. It includes seven
scenarios in each of which the airplane ŕies over a highway or motorway four
times (28 sequences in total).

2.3 Comparison with existing datasets

In Tab. 2, we compare VETRA with other MOT datasets that feature road-based
vehicle classes. Due to the domain gap between canonical and aerial views, the
comparison focuses solely on overhead imagery. VETRA covers all application
cases outlined in Sec. 1, including hovering at low altitudes, expanded FOV from
higher altitudes, and scenarios requiring a moving camera. UAVs, the most com-
monly used platform, allow for long sequences captured at high frame rates with
comparatively little effort. However, their limited observable area results in a
small number of vehicles captured at low altitudes (11 to 45 instances for UAVDT
and KIT AIS, respectively). The pNEUMA dataset stands out as the only one
with extensive spatial coverage due to its relatively high altitude. Although pri-
marily designed for traffic analysis, its annotation type and classiőcation are
suitable for computer vision tasks to some extent. The majority of VETRA se-
quences exhibit a signiőcantly reduced overlap of subsequent frames (55 to 89%).
Due to the image sensor sizes (up to 80 times larger than VisDrone images) and
high ŕight altitudes, the instance density can reach up to 623 vehicles (average:
109 instances/frame), highlighting the added value of more criteria for dataset
comparison than solely the total number of frames. VETRA sequences support
long-term tracking by (i) showing vehicles over a larger area, (ii) sequences with
a long duration of 21 s on average, and (iii) sequences with a camera movement
of similar speed as the vehicles. Lastly, the majority of the sequences in the
existing datasets were captured in China. VETRA adds diversity by presenting
sequences of urban, rural, and highway scenes throughout Germany (see supple-
mentary material, Sec. 6.1), which can be adapted to other countries, especially
in Central Europe.
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Table 2: Comparison of existing datasets with VETRA dataset per application case:
1) hovering, small FOV, 2) hovering, large FOV, and 3) moving camera. Aerial imagery
is captured by airplane (A), UAV or helicopter (H) from nadir (N) or oblique (O)
view. All information are extracted from the publicly available annotations and/or
the corresponding publications. ‘ś’ indicates that data are unavailable. The number of
sequences and instances accounts for classes of motorized road traffic.

Application Frames Sequences Annotations

Dataset Plat. View 1) 2) 3) Nr. Avg. size (px) FPS Nr. Length (s) Type Class. Obj. Inst. Obj./S.

KIT AIS [37] H N ✓ 239 1085 × 618 2 9 13 OBB 1 464 10817 52
highD [18] UAV N ✓ 1485000 4096 × 2160 25 60 1020 HBB 2 110000 ś 1833
UAVDT [49] UAV N, O ✓ 80000 1080 × 540 30 50 27 HBB 3 2700 841500 54
VisDrone [57] UAV N, O ✓ 32131 1902 × 1069 ś 78 ś HBB 4 5703 900426 73
MDMT [29] UAV N, O ✓ 38977 1920 × 1080 ś 87 ś HBB 1 8117 1495458 93
pNEUMA [17] UAV N ✓ 35000 3840 × 2100 2.5 18 780 OBB 6 10622 ś 590

VETRA (ours) A, H N, O ✓ ✓ ✓ 3870 5592 × 3728 1.3 52 72 OBB 8 20370 109195 392

3 Algorithms

The common approach in most MOT methods is tracking-by-detection. First,
a Deep Neural Network (DNN) is used to detect objects within each frame
of the image sequence. In the association phase, the detected objects are then
connected across frames based on their motion information or visual appearance,
or a combination of both.

The KF is a widely used motion modeling technique in MOT methods.
SORT [5] predicts tracklet positions in the new frame using KF and computes the
similarity as the Intersection over Union (IoU) between the detected and pre-
dicted boxes. ByteTrack [52] represents a signiőcant advancement over SORT
with an improved detector and accounting for low conődence detections in the
matching process. OC-SORT [8] őxes the error accumulation of KF parame-
ters to improve performance in the presence of occlusion and nonlinear motion.
BoT-SORT [1] modiőes the KF’s state vector to estimate the BBox dimensions
directly and compute affine transformations for Camera Motion Compensation
(CMC). To handle occlusions and minimize identity switches over long track-
ing periods, Deep SORT [43] merges object motion and appearance information.
It uses a combination of Mahalanobis and cosine distances, with motion de-
rived from a KF and appearance from a DNN trained on a re-identiőcation
(Re-ID) dataset. Deep OC-SORT [31] enhances OC-SORT through the adaptive
integration of appearance information, leading to superior performance. SMILE-
track [41] employs a transformer-based Siamese network for appearance feature
matching and Re-ID, alongside a modiőed KF for motion estimation. It effec-
tively addresses MOT challenges including occlusions, objects of similar appear-
ance, and complex scenes. SUSHI [10] uniőes short- and long-term associations
for occluded and non-occluded objects, making the model general across tem-
poral scales. It uses spatial and motion-based proximity, temporal distance, and
appearance features to create the associations. MOTR [50] is an end-to-end
MOT method that builds on DETR [9], a transformer-based detection method
that incorporates joint motion and appearance modeling. MOTR frames MOT
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as a set of sequence prediction tasks, where each sequence represents an object
trajectory. MOTRv2 [53] enhances MOTR by introducing an additional object
detection step before MOTR is applied, resulting in signiőcant performance im-
provements.

Several recent works have introduced MOT algorithms speciőcally designed
for challenges in aerial and UAV imagery [19,27,46,47]. AerialMPTNet [19] uses
a Siamese network to match appearance features and detect the new position of
objects in each frame. It integrates motion information with a Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) and considers object interactions with a Graph Convolutional
Neural Network (GCN). UAVMOT [27] introduces an ID feature update mod-
ule to improve object association and uses an adaptive motion őlter to handle
complex motion. It also employs focal loss for category imbalance and small
object detection. STN-Track [46] uses a detection method based on the Swin
Transformer [28] and improves tracking accuracy by using NSA-KF [14] and
generalized IoU [36]. FOLT [47] balances speed and accuracy with an advanced
detector and lightweight optical ŕow extraction. It enhances detection of small
objects and improves tracking of objects with large displacements.

4 Experiments

In this section, we benchmark several MOT algorithms including ByteTrack,
BoT-SORT, Deep SORT, and Deep OC-SORT. To ensure comparability, track-
ing experiments are performed based on HBB. For our experiments, we choose
methods with publicly available source code that can address the challenges of
aerial MOT. SUSHI was excluded because to its offline tracking and MOTRv2
because of its high computational requirements (particularly relevant given the
large images in the VETRA dataset). Note that the detections are generated in
OBB format and converted to HBB afterwards.

4.1 Detection

For detection, we use the DINO algorithm [51] with an adaptation for OBB
detection following [32] and pre-training on the EAGLE dataset [2]. The large
aerial images are divided into patches of size 1024×1024 pixels with 20% overlap.
Multi-scale training is performed by resampling the image patches at rates of
{0.5, 1, 1.5}. In order to avoid multiple detections for each object, intraclass and
interclass Non-maximum Suppression (NMS) with IoU thresholds of 0.1 and 0.3
respectively are used.

Tab. 3 shows the detection results on the validation and test sets, includ-
ing AP for each class and mAP. Orientation prediction is evaluated using the
OTP, which is the correctly predicted orientation for True Positive (TP) divided
by the total number of TP, with the IoU threshold set to 0.5 and the orien-
tation threshold set to 10 °. Both Tab. 3 and Fig. 5 show a satisfactory overall
detection performance for the HDV and LDV classes, but a poor performance
for the motorcycle class. This can be attributed to the limited representation
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Table 3: Detection results on the validation and test sets. All values are in percent.
The symbol ‘ * ’ indicates joint training on the training and validation sets.

Set APHDV APLDV APM mAP OTPHDV OTPLDV OTPM

Val 78.01 97.19 29.81 68.34 83.44 98.19 55.33
Test 83.49 96.89 31.31 70.56 85.90 98.09 62.34
Test* 86.67 96.71 34.47 72.62 87.57 97.93 60.46

(a) Groups of people are mis-
interpreted as motorcycles in a
medium-resolution scenario.

(b) Accuracy of BBox orienta-
tion is high even in scenarios
with low illumination.

(c) High-resolution scenes chal-
lenge the assignment of the cor-
rect BBox size and orientation.

Fig. 5: Zoomed-in detections based on aggregated class scheme as displayed in Tab. 1.

of motorcycles in the dataset (1.1% of all instances). In addition, the detection
algorithm performs better on the test set than on the validation set for the HDV
and motorcycle classes, highlighting greater challenges in the validation set for
these classes. Additionally, using both the training and validation sets improve
the results on the test set, especially for the HDV and motorcycle classes. Upon
closer inspection, we found that the results for high-resolution sequences are
generally below average, likely due to the low number of overall high-resolution
vehicle instances present (see Fig. 5c).

4.2 Re-identification

For Re-ID, we utilize ResNet50 from the Torchreid library, designed primarily
for person Re-ID [55]. The model is trained on our dataset’s training set and
evaluated on the test set. During evaluation, a random sample from each object’s
tracklet is placed in the query set, and the remainder in the gallery. Re-ID is
carried out with (i) HBB, and (ii) HBB, whereby the background of the object
is masked by the corresponding OBB. The comparison shows that incorporating
background information using HBB yields superior performance with an mAP of
73.2% and a Rank-1 of 92.9% than the approach without background informa-
tion, which achieves an mAP of 68.3% and a Rank-1 of 91.5%. This highlights
the importance of including background information for effective Re-ID.
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Table 4: Tracking on the VETRA test set. All metrics except IDSW are in percent.

Method HOTA ↑ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑ IDSW ↓ IDR ↑ IDP ↑ IDF1 ↑

Byte-Track 36.37 13.56 87.75 17,328 17.68 17.95 17.81
BOT-SORT 50.84 18.50 87.04 6,886 56.32 42.08 48.17
Deep SORT 58.29 76.42 88.35 3,077 58.52 57.58 58.05
Deep SORTOBB 54.92 71.94 88.35 4,091 54.02 53.16 53.59
Deep OC-SORT 46.84 44.69 88.28 10,334 31.43 30.92 31.17
Deep OC-SORTDIoU 39.47 32.59 88.28 13,068 32.40 31.89 32.14
Deep SR-SORT (our) 82.18 88.45 88.51 792 89.27 91.39 90.32

4.3 Tracking

For our tracking experiments, we use the MOT methods available in the Box-
MOT framework [6]. We customize the detection and Re-ID modules as described
in Sec. 4.1 and 4.2. The default parameters are kept except for ‘maximum age’,
which deőnes the number of frames an object remains in memory after disap-
pearing and is set to 2 to account for the low frame rates, and ‘min hits’, which
is set to 0 to allow tracks with vehicles appearing only once. Tab. 4 shows the
tracking results on VETRA test set based on the HOTA, MOTA, MOTP, IDSW,
IDR, IDP, and IDF1 metrics from the TrackEval codebase [30].

ByteTrack, which relies solely on motion information, shows low tracking
performance across all metrics. The model encounters difficulties in initializ-
ing the motion model because it is unable to őnd the initial matching BBox
based on IoU. The qualitative evaluation shows that ByteTrack is only effec-
tive in scenarios with stationary vehicles and minimal camera movements, such
as in hovering scenarios. BoT-SORT achieves a signiőcantly smaller ID Switch
(IDSW) through the combined use of CMC and Re-ID modules. However, the
difficulties in initializing the motion model and the use of IoU, which is not
designed for sequences with low frame rates and large object motion, limit the
improvement in tracking accuracy compared to ByteTrack. Deep SORT achieves
signiőcantly better tracking results with lower IDSW by relying solely on the
Re-ID module. We removed the inŕuence of the motion model by setting the
KF inŕuence to 0, following the recommendation in [43]. While this reduces the
problems caused by inappropriate motion models, it introduces a new challenge:
even if a similar object exists at a considerable distance from the expected posi-
tion of the target object, there is a high probability that the two objects will be
incorrectly matched. To assess the impact of background information in Re-ID
on tracking results, we use HBB with masked backgrounds for the Re-ID task
in Deep SORTOBB, as described in Sec. 4.2. The results show a slight decrease
in tracking accuracy with an increased number of IDSW.

Deep OC-SORT performs worse than Deep SORT despite the integration of
CMC, motion models, and Re-ID. Similar to BoT-SORT, current motion model-
ing is not well adapted to the scenarios reŕected by the VETRA dataset, resulting
in more mismatches. However, due to its Re-ID module, the tracking accuracy
is improved. Qualitative evaluation shows that CMC performs well, resulting
in high tracking accuracy for stationary vehicles. Moreover, prolonged visibility
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Table 5: Deep SR-SORT’s tracking results on the validation, test, and LAM test
sets of VETRA. The LAM test results represent the average over four revisits. For
‘LAM_Stuttgart’, the results of each individual revisit are shown in detail. All metrics
except IDSW and IDSWR are in percent.

Set ID Sequence GSD FPS Overl. (%) Inst./Fr. HOTA ↑ MOTA ↑ MOTP ↑ IDSWR ↓ IDSW ↓ IDF1 ↑

Val

13 Landsberg_roundabout 13 0.56 80 70 84.47 92.98 86.94 0.083 17 95.44
14 Munich_VHR_motorway_service 2 1.45 64 14 76.98 63.98 91.42 0.090 6 79.53
15 Hamburg_river_bridge 11 1.00 78 109 72.75 71.27 87.81 0.430 136 76.53
16 Munich_test_vehicle 8 0.98 91 28 74.92 82.74 90.09 0.671 55 77.78
17 Munich_multimodal_crossing 4 1.87 83 86 75.30 76.13 92.26 1.010 175 76.36

Average of validation set 7 1.34 83 61 76.18 78.24 90.68 0.460 389 78.94

Test

18 Munich_stadium 10 0.42 70 189 80.52 83.94 90.00 0.215 91 86.77
19 Munich_railroad 14 1.11 88 623 78.74 86.22 84.53 0.130 131 91.00
20 Moencheng._parking 8 1.67 89 498 86.78 94.59 89.20 0.100 111 95.92
21 Munich_Y_interchange 10 0.76 90 51 75.07 85.96 86.53 0.643 81 80.09
22 Kufstein_river 16 1.00 86 120 83.82 87.87 88.15 0.056 16 93.28
23 Holzk._VHR_motorway 3 2.39 80 6 75.58 61.09 92.03 0.109 7 79.28
24 Munich_tunnel 9 0.98 88 322 81.82 88.05 89.56 0.346 355 88.55

Average of test set 8 1.49 84 163 82.18 88.45 88.51 0.200 792 90.32

LAM test

25-28 LAM_Augsburg 9 1.00 79 15 78.40 75.71 89.24 0.107 438 84.93
29-32 LAM_Nesselwang 9 1.00 79 3 78.51 76.51 89.56 0.136 33 84.33
33-36 LAM_Kempten 9 1.00 79 4 81.45 76.55 90.51 0.039 12 87.09
37-40 LAM_Grunbach 10 1.00 79 11 82.18 80.86 90.89 0.058 40 88.21
41-44 LAM_Stuttgart 9 1.00 79 30 87.48 90.27 91.23 0.070 151 94.13
45-48 LAM_Ammelshain 10 1.00 79 13 83.33 86.24 89.12 0.102 112 91.38
49-52 LAM_Rothschoenberg 10 1.00 79 16 83.24 84.73 89.32 0.081 118 91.10

Average of LAM test set 9 1.00 79 14 82.17 82.01 89.86 0.094 904 89.07

41 LAM_Stuttgart_revisit_1 9 1.00 79 23 86.78 88.77 91.27 0.063 27 93.23
42 LAM_Stuttgart_revisit_2 9 1.00 79 19 85.20 84.86 91.33 0.148 47 90.81
43 LAM_Stuttgart_revisit_3 9 1.00 79 37 87.89 90.17 91.31 0.037 25 94.43
44 LAM_Stuttgart_revisit_4 9 1.00 79 43 88.57 93.65 91.10 0.072 52 95.87

of an object in the sequence is associated with improved tracking performance,
highlighting the critical challenge of obtaining the initial match. Therefore, in-
corporating orientation information using OBB can improve the motion model
through faster and more accurate initialization, even for shorter tracks. To re-
strict the search area and prevent matches over large distances, we replaced IoU
with Distance IoU (DIoU) [54] in Deep OC-SORTDIoU with a threshold of 0.05.
While this effectively prevents mismatches across the entire image, it degrades
performance for nearby stationary vehicles, especially in parking lots.

Leveraging insights gained from the challenges faced by the tested meth-
ods, we propose Deep SR-SORT, an improvement of Deep SORT by adding
BRISK [23] for CMC and an adaptive search area, where inőnite cost is as-
signed to the objects outside this radius during matching. The search area is
an oriented rectangle with dimensions determined by the maximum possible ve-
hicle displacement. This displacement is obtained by estimating the GSD from
the average detection size of the LDV class, the frame rate of the sequence, and
assuming a maximum vehicle speed of 60 m/s. The rectangle is then oriented
and positioned in front of the vehicles using OBB detections.

Tab. 5 shows the tracking results obtained by Deep SR-SORT for the val-
idation, test, and LAM test sequences, together with their speciőcations. For
‘LAM_Stuttgart’, both the average and individual revisit results are provided
to show the temporal dynamics of traffic on this highway segment.
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Fig. 6: Exemplary tracking results of the proposed baseline method Deep SR-SORT.
The confusion plots show the sequences 17, 20 and 21 (left to right).

In both validation and test sets, the results are worse for the sequences with
low GSD (seq. 14 and 23). Despite better object visibility, the narrower FOV and
fewer instances (see Tab. 4) limit effective training. In addition, factors such as
camera motion, frame rate, and vehicle speed affect tracking more signiőcantly,
especially for methods that rely on object motion information (e.g ., a vehicle
in seq. 23 appears for about 7 frames in the direction of ŕight and only for
3 frames in the opposite direction). In addition, for sequences with high GSD
(e.g ., seq. 21), relying solely on appearance features for vehicle association leads
to poor tracking accuracy and a large number of mismatches. Furthermore, a
complex scenario and varying vehicle motion behavior can cause tracking errors
and mismatches, such as in a multi-level intersection (seq. 24).

Fig. 6 shows the confusion plot for selected areas from seq. 17, 20, and 21 to
provide a visual representation of the tracking performance. In the őrst example,
at the entrance of the tunnel, the mostly occluded car is not detected correctly.
The car turning left is incorrectly assigned a new track ID and the articulated
bus on the right is recognized as two objects. Despite the low illumination and
poor visual features in the center image, the vehicles are tracked well. In the
last example, Deep SR-SORT fails to track vehicles passing under the bridge,
highlighting a limitation in capturing the historical information of the tracks.

Applying Deep SR-SORT to the LAM test sequences with similar acquisition
characteristics in terms of GSD, frame rate, and overlap demonstrates that both
the number of vehicles and the complexity of the traffic inŕuence the tracking
performance. As displayed in Fig. 7, the traffic dynamics on the same highway
segment can differ greatly between revisits. Especially in a congested situation,
Deep SR-SORT shows deőcits in matching the correct HDV, as they have similar
appearance and are located in the same search area.
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Fig. 7: Confusion plots for the tracking results generated by Deep SR-SORT. The road
sections are part of ‘LAM_Stuttgart’ and were captured at different points in time
(sequences 42 and 44).

4.4 Cross-dataset evaluation

To evaluate the generalization capabilities of the trained models across datasets,
we performed a cross-dataset evaluation between VETRA and VisDrone. Deep SR-
SORT was trained on each dataset and then tested on the other. To remove the
inŕuence of detection performance, we use the ground truth labels. As MOTA
and HOTA are metrics for detection and tracking performance, these őgures are
inŕated and need to be interpreted accordingly. Tab. 6 displays the tracking and
Re-ID results, since it is the only trained module in Deep SR-SORT. The results
consistently show the superior performance of Deep SR-SORT on VisDrone, even
when trained on the VETRA dataset. This can be attributed to the relatively
simple scenarios in VisDrone, such as an almost stationary camera position and
high frame rates. The good performance on VisDrone achieved by training on
VETRA underlines the robustness and generalizability of the trained models.
However, the lower performance on VETRA (e.g ., more IDSW), regardless of
whether training is performed on VETRA or VisDrone, indicates the presence
of speciőc challenges that Deep SR-SORT can hardly overcome. To effectively
master these challenges, MOT algorithms need to be further developed.
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Table 6: Cross-dataset evaluation of Deep SR-SORT’s tracking results based on ground
truth annotations. All metrics except IDSW are in percent.

Train Test HOTA ↑ MOTA ↑ IDSW ↓ IDF1 ↑ Re-ID mAP ↑ Re-ID Rank-1 ↑

VETRA VETRA 94.74 95.17 791 93.76 73.2 92.9
VETRA VisDrone 96.26 99.76 374 95.19 59.7 99.8
VisDrone VisDrone 97.90 99.88 183 97.02 71.6 99.9

VisDrone VETRA 94.24 94.54 932 93.03 69.4 91.9

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce the VETRA dataset, a novel resource for multi-
class vehicle tracking in aerial imagery. By releasing it to the public, we aim to
encourage the development of innovative MOT algorithms capable of addressing
real-world challenges. In particular, the careful data selection and annotation of
our dataset enables its applicability not only to tracking, but also to instance
segmentation, detection, and classiőcation tasks. As valuable addition to the
current MOT datasets, VETRA presents unique challenges such as low frame
rates, small fast-moving objects, and high camera motion. These characteristics
allow for extended tracking of numerous vehicles with varying motion behaviors
over large areas.

Previous multi-class vehicle detection datasets have used appearance-based
classiőcation schemes. However, differentiating between small and large vehicles,
a common approach, faces challenges as highlighted in [33]. Other datasets, such
as VAID, differentiate up to seven classes, but exhibit imbalances in the level
of detail, making comparability difficult. VETRA addresses this by providing
vehicle annotations on an atomic level that target the computer vision perspec-
tive. At the same time, VETRA proposes a fusion scheme that allows for the
compilation of classes to make the results compatible with transport research
applications. In future work, we plan to expand the dataset to include sequences
with higher GSD, particularly relevant for high altitude platforms. In addition,
we will include sequences with larger őelds of view and a greater number of
objects.

Benchmarking state-of-the-art MOT methods on VETRA highlights the chal-
lenges they face due to the unique characteristics of the dataset. Most MOT
methods are optimized for scenarios with low camera motion, high frame rates,
and slow moving objects. The motion modeling in these methods needs to be
adapted to effectively handle the complex motion in VETRA. Leveraging the
insights gained from the challenges faced by the tested methods, we propose
Deep SR-SORT, an improvement of Deep SORT by adding BRISK for CMC and
an adaptive search area. It signiőcantly outperforms the tested methods. We
also perform a cross-dataset validation that demonstrates the robustness and
generalizability of the models trained on the VETRA dataset. Our future work
involves developing a tracking algorithm that addresses the unique challenges
presented by the VETRA dataset.
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6 Supplementary material

6.1 Acquisition sites of VETRA dataset

The acquisition sites are located in Germany and Austria, the spatial distribution
for each subset is displayed in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8: Locations where VETRA sequences were captured. For LAM test set, each
data point represents four sequences.

6.2 Mosaics and annotations of VETRA dataset

Precise geo-information is available for each image of the VETRA dataset. Mo-
saics are generated by overlaying frames per sequence in chronological order. For
the sequences that are discussed in the main paper, the corresponding mosaics
are shown in Fig. 10 to 22. For the sequences used for training, validation and
test, each vehicle trajectory is plotted in a randomly assigned color; classes and
attributes are not shown. The ‘LAM_Stuttgart’ sequences (Fig. 22) illustrate
exemplarily that the traffic situation can differ greatly between revisits despite
an unchanged environment. To increase the visibility of vehicle densities, the
annotations are not overlaid.
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6.3 Sequence-wise statistics of VETRA dataset

The statistics presented in Fig. 3 and 4 and as well as Tab. 2 and 5 character-
ize the VETRA dataset as a whole and give more detailed information for the
validation, test and LAM test sets. Tab. 7 provides for each sequence statistics
like the spatial resolution, frame rate, camera movement, and duration.

6.4 Vehicle classification schemes of VETRA dataset

For the training, validation and test subsets of VETRA, the polygon annota-
tions are provided on the atomic level (as introduced in Tab. 1). This scheme
is ŕexible and allows for further aggregation (see Fig. 9): the atomic units (top)
can be translated into detailed (middle) and more aggregated (bottom) official
classiőcation schemes as used in Germany and other countries. The LAM test
set is application driven; therefore, the vehicles in these sequences are directly
labeled according to the middle scheme.

Motorcycle Car LCV Truck Tractor unit Trailer Bus Non-classif.

Light-duty vehicle (LDV) Heavy-duty vehicle (HDV)Motorcycle

Motorcycle Car w/o trailer Car w/ trailer Bus
Truck w/o 
trailer

Truck w/ 
trailer

Articulated 
truck

LCV Non-classif.

Fig. 9: The proposed vehicle classiőcation scheme of VETRA captures all motorized
road-based vehicles and allows for aggregation on various levels.

6.5 Samples of MOT datasets for vehicle tracking in aerial imagery

As reŕected by Tab. 2, most of the existing MOT datasets for vehicle tracking
in aerial imagery are acquired by UAV with a limited camera movement and
a medium number of vehicle instances per frame due to the ŕight altitude. In
addition, the vehicle motion is captured at high frame rates which facilitates the
association in subsequent images. To help understand the features present in the
current datasets and the diversity that VETRA adds to this, three consecutive
frames from one sequence (focus on road traffic, randomly selected) per dataset
are shown in Fig. 23 to 28. Only publicly accessible images are shown. All images
are resized to optimize őle size.
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Fig. 10: Mosaic and annotations of sequence 04.

Fig. 11: Mosaic and annotations of sequence 07.
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Fig. 12: Mosaic and annotations of sequence 09.

Fig. 13: Mosaic and annotations of sequence 10.
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Fig. 14: Mosaic and annotations of sequence 14.

Fig. 15: Mosaic and annotations of sequence 16.
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Fig. 16: Mosaic and annotations of sequence 17.

Fig. 17: Mosaic and annotations of sequence 18.
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Fig. 18: Mosaic and annotations of sequence 20.

Fig. 19: Mosaic and annotations of sequence 21.
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Fig. 20: Mosaic and annotations of sequence 23.

Fig. 21: Mosaic and annotations of sequence 24.
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(a) Revisit 1 (b) Revisit 2 (c) Revisit 3 (d) Revisit 4

Fig. 22: Mosaics of LAM test sequences 41 to 44.
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Table 7: Sequence-wise statistics of VETRA dataset.

Set ID Sequence GSD (cm) FPS (Hz) Overlap (%) Length (s)

Training 01 Cologne_lake 20 0.56 55 22
02 Magdeburg_pool 14 0.40 80 16
03 Munich_office_buildings 8 0.98 84 18
04 Munich_tennis_BMW 8 0.98 77 22
05 Holzkirchen_VHR_gas_station 2 2.38 73 34
06 Munich_pavement_renewal 6 1.27 81 12
07 Munich_city_center 14 1.58 97 4
08 Munich_raised_highway 8 12.10 98 2
09 Munich_aquaplaning 4 1.46 80 8
10 Munich_cloverleaf 12 1.45 98 49
11 Greifenberg_camera_rotation 5 1.45 95 17
12 Gilching_motorway_ramp 5 0.74 77 40

Validation 13 Landsberg_roundabout 13 0.56 80 29
14 Munich_VHR_motorway_service 2 1.45 64 10
15 Hamburg_river_bridge 11 1.01 78 11
16 Munich_test_vehicle 8 0.98 91 50
17 Munich_multimodal_crossing 4 1.87 83 33

Test 18 Munich_stadium 10 0.42 70 19
19 Munich_railroad 14 1.11 88 6
20 Moenchengladbach_parking 8 1.67 89 7
21 Munich_Y_interchange 10 0.76 90 27
22 Kufstein_river 16 1.00 86 18
23 Holzkirchen_VHR_motorway 3 2.39 80 23
24 Munich_tunnel 9 0.98 88 33

LAM test 25 LAM_Augsburg_revisit_1 9 1.00 79 279
26 LAM_Augsburg_revisit_2 9 1.00 79 280
27 LAM_Augsburg_revisit_3 9 1.00 79 278
28 LAM_Augsburg_revisit_4 9 1.00 79 280

29 LAM_Nesselwang_revisit_1 9 1.00 79 101
30 LAM_Nesselwang_revisit_2 9 1.00 79 100
31 LAM_Nesselwang_revisit_3 9 1.00 79 99
32 LAM_Nesselwang_revisit_4 9 1.00 79 101

33 LAM_Kempten_revisit_1 9 1.00 79 71
34 LAM_Kempten_revisit_2 9 1.00 79 72
35 LAM_Kempten_revisit_3 9 1.00 79 72
36 LAM_Kempten_revisit_4 9 1.00 79 76

37 LAM_Grunbach_revisit_1 10 1.00 79 75
38 LAM_Grunbach_revisit_2 10 1.00 79 73
39 LAM_Grunbach_revisit_3 10 1.00 79 74
40 LAM_Grunbach_revisit_4 10 1.00 79 73

41 LAM_Stuttgart_revisit_1 9 1.00 79 80
42 LAM_Stuttgart_revisit_2 9 1.00 79 81
43 LAM_Stuttgart_revisit_3 9 1.00 79 82
44 LAM_Stuttgart_revisit_4 9 1.00 79 79

45 LAM_Ammelshain_revisit_1 10 1.00 79 104
46 LAM_Ammelshain_revisit_2 10 1.00 79 107
47 LAM_Ammelshain_revisit_3 10 1.00 79 105
48 LAM_Ammelshain_revisit_4 10 1.00 79 106

49 LAM_Rothschoenberg_revisit_1 10 1.00 79 103
50 LAM_Rothschoenberg_revisit_2 10 1.00 79 103
51 LAM_Rothschoenberg_revisit_3 10 1.00 79 101
52 LAM_Rothschoenberg_revisit_4 10 1.00 79 109
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(a) Frame ‘MOS37’ (b) Frame ‘MOS38’ (c) Frame ‘MOS39’

Fig. 23: Segment of sequence ‘MunichCrossroad02’ of KIT AIS dataset [37].

(a) Frame ‘img000169’ (b) Frame ‘img000170’ (c) Frame ‘img000171’

Fig. 24: Segment of sequence ‘M0201’ of UAVDT dataset [49].
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(a) Frame ‘0000144’ (b) Frame ‘0000145’ (c) Frame ‘0000146’

Fig. 25: Segment of sequence ‘uav0000077_02880_v’ of VisDrone dataset [57].

(a) Frame ‘00000044’ (b) Frame ‘00000045’ (c) Frame ‘00000046’

Fig. 26: Segment of sequence ‘48-1’ of MDMT dataset [29].

(a) Frame ‘00578’ (b) Frame ‘00579’ (c) Frame ‘00580’

Fig. 27: Segment of sequence ‘20181029_D6_0900_0930’ of pNEUMA dataset [17].

(a) Frame ‘13_005’ (b) Frame ‘13_006’ (c) Frame ‘13_007’

Fig. 28: Segment of sequence ‘13_Landsberg_roundabout’ of VETRA dataset (ours).
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